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As a rich man is likely to be a better customer to the industrious people in his neighbourhood than a poor, so is 
likewise a rich nation. [Trade embargoes] by aiming at the impoverishment of our neighbours, tend to render that 
very commerce insignificant and contemptible. 

Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations  

 

Internet Access at PUST for NK Students 

Park Chan-mo, co-chair of the recently-opened Pyongyang University of Science and Technology (PUST), told the 
Korea Times, published in South Korea, that the Internet is now available to PUST students, as part of the institution’s  
goal to become a “globalized university.” 

 

Park Chan-mo [Photo: Korea Times] 

“The Internet at PUST has been implemented since the spring semester of 2011 for the faculty members, but graduate 
students have been using it since the fall semester of 2011,” he said. “The students are allowed to use the Internet for their 
class work and research.”

The initiative, which goes beyond the North’s existing internal intranet system, appears to be the latest experiment by 
Pyongyang to allow greater access to technology following the recent establishment of a domestic 3G cell phone network. 

Park, a US citizen and former president of Pohang University of Science and Technology in South Korea, said students 
access the Web at a digital library and that his computer science students had used search engine Google for term projects. 

“There is a help desk in case students have questions on the use of the Internet,” Park said. “Since faculty members and 
students are sharing the line we are using the Internet just for class and research-related matters in order to prevent delays 
caused by many users at a time.”

The development appears to be a breakthrough for the fledgling university, which earlier had promised the Internet, in its 
bid to promote cooperation through science as well as peace on the peninsula. 
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Established by a South Korean non-profit organization and bringing together donations from the South, the United States 
and elsewhere, PUST opened its doors in 2010 with the goal of developing “the necessary economic and intellectual 
infrastructure to function as a member of the international community,” according to its website. It is the only private and 
international university in North Korea, with courses taught by foreigners in English, Park said. Much of its funding 
comes from contributions from evangelical Christian groups in the United States and South Korea, according to reports. 

The school was inspired by the Yanbian University of Science and Technology in China, and its inaugural class consisted 
of 160 undergraduate and master’s students picked by the DPRK government. 

Pyongyang Orchestra Plays in Paris 

 

 The Unhasu Orchestra tunes up in Paris. [Photo: Reuters] 

The DPRK’s Unhasu (Milky Way) Orchestra performed in Paris on March 14, its first performance abroad. The joint 
concert with the Radio France Philharmonic Orchestra was conducted by Myung-Whun Chung, of South Korea's Seoul 
Philharmonic Orchestra. 

Unhasu was set up in 2009, and the average age of the performers is 20, according to Radio France.  

They use traditional Korean instruments such as the haegum, a kind of violin, and the kayagum, a kind of zither with 12 
silk strings, along with Western-style orchestral instruments. The first part of the concert consisted of traditional Korean 
music, followed by Brahms and Saint-Saens.  

Myung-Whun Chung told reporters in Paris that he hoped a joint concert between orchestras from North and South 
Korea would be possible by the end of the year.  

North Korea’s National Symphony Orchestra, established in 1946, has performed abroad in countries including China, 
Japan, Germany, the UK and South Korea. It held a joint concert in 2002 in Pyongyang with the South’s KBS 
Symphony Orchestra. The DPRK and France have yet to establish diplomatic ties. However, last year France opened an 
office in Pyongyangto promote artistic and other cultural exchanges.  

  

NK Orchestra May Tour US 

 
An Atlanta-based nonprofit organization is planning to bring North Korea's National Symphony Orchestra to the US for a 
tour that would start in Atlanta, according to the group's president. 
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The North Korean National Symphony Orchestra would bring 164 musicians and journalists for an 18-day visit that 
would also include stops in Oxford, Mississippi, and New York, said Robert Springs, the president of Global Resource 
Services, a humanitarian group that works in North Korea. 

 
He said the details are still being worked out, and his group is awaiting US government approval.  

 
Springs' group has sent three musical groups to North Korea over the last 14 years, including Christian rock group 
Casting Crowns. 

 
"The hope is that we can better understand the people of North Korea and that they can better understand us," he said. 
"And that could lead to more normalized relations." 
 
A US tour by North Korean musicians would take place four years after the New York Philharmonic performed in 
Pyongyang, North Korea's capital, in January 2008 – a historic cultural exchange between musicians from two nations 
that remain enemy states. 

 
Myung-Whun Chung, conductor of the Seoul Philharmonic Orchestra, rehearsed in Pyongyang in February with North 
Korea's Unhasu Orchestra. A visit to Pyongyang in September 2011 by the conductor resulted in a tentative agreement to 
form a joint North-South Korean orchestra.  

 
  
  

 
 

 

Korean Care Friendship Network. 

[The following is an official communication from the Korean Care Friendship Network] 

 Food for Friends – Nutritional food assistance for disabled orphaned children

It is my greatest pleasure to inform all of our supporters that the time has finally come for impoverished orphans that 

have been anxiously waiting for food to eat.  We loaded a 40-foot container of food in Eagan, Minnesota, USA 

February 16 that is now on its way to North Korea. This food will be distributed to three different orphanages to feed 

disabled orphans who are suffering from chronic malnutrition.  

The food, donated by Feed My Starving Children, has been prepared based on a special formula to ensure that the 

children will receive all essential nutrition that their diet has been lacking.  The total Gift-In-Kind value of the food is 

US $65,318.60 that includes a total of 272,160 meals.  This food donation will provide needy children with three 

meals per day for a period of 90 days.  The children consuming these meals will be provided with the maximum 

nutritional benefit. 

The food product is a fortified rice and soy protein meal package that consists of a dry granular mixture of rice, soy, 

vegetables and a flavoring vitamin/mineral blend.  The meals consist of many essential proteins, but are especially 

high in Vitamins A, C, D, B6, B12, as well as in Thiamin, Riboflavin, Pantothenic acid and Manganese. The product 

has a life of 18 months after it is produced.  The food is packaged in a heat-sealed EVA-nylon bags and then packed 

in corrugated cardboard boxes. 
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This food donation will help offset the widespread need for food in a country that continues to experience severe food 

shortages that have adversely impacted the most vulnerable portions of the Korean population, most notably disabled 

orphans.  Many of these orphans have permanent physical impairments, blindness and deafness for example, as a 

result of not receiving proper nutrition at the time of birth and during their infant years.  

This food is being donated to our recipient partners in the spirit of loving friendship.  There is never a reason why any 

child should be left hungry.  It is feeding an empty stomach where hope can begin for a brighter future.

On behalf of the Korean Care Friendship Network executive board who have all been hustling troopers throughout 

the whole process of this project to make it all happen, I have to say that this project could never have become a reality 

without the generous support of our partners and sponsors.  

      Please visit our website at www.koreancarefriendship.org for updates. 

  

      Gary Permenter 

 
  

 

  
 

North and South Train Cambodian Olympic Hopefuls 

[The following is an edited version of a Voice of America report.] 

 

 
A North Korean coach watches Cambodian wrestlers train [Photo: VOA/Daniel Schearf]  
. 

 Cambodia has never won an Olympic medal, but at this year’s games in London, the country will try to break the streak 
with some Korean help. 

 
Two of Cambodia’s Olympic hopefuls have Korean coaches - one from the South and one from the North.  

Chov Sotheara is one of only a few Cambodian athletes who could qualify for the London Olympics. Driven to win in a 
sport dominated by men, she says her strict North Korean coach, Pak So Nam, gives her an edge, despite the language 

Inter-Korean
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barrier. 

“We use sign language," Chov said. "In this sport there are hand signals and grabbing.  So, he shows us each movement 
and then all of us just follow him.  And, if we make mistakes he corrects us.” 

  
The team’s Cambodian coach, Hok Cheeangkim, said Pak initially needed to tone down his occasionally violent 
coaching style that treated the athletes like soldiers. Nonetheless, Hok credits him with Sotheara’s gold medal in Laos at 
the 2009 Southeast Asian Games.

“North Korea is at the Olympic level," said Hok. "They won all the medals-gold, silver, bronze.  Both North Korea and 
South Korea are strong, but North Korea is stronger.” 
 
Training right next to the North Korean instructors for the past six years is South Korean Taekwondo coach Choi Yong-
suk.

“Sports mean unity," he said. "So, we do not consider such things as political ideology.  I think there is no problem for 
us to have a good relationship since we are sportsmen training within the same environment.”

  
 

``N-S Opening Could Be Economic Lifeline for ROK”  

Any eventual opening of the North offers the South a pool of labor and natural resources that could see South Korea 
escape the fate of neighbor Japan, where an aging and shrinking population has eroded long-term economic growth rates, 
Goohoon Kwon, an economist at Goldman Sachs Group Inc. in Seoul, told Bloomberg News.  

North Korea has a population of 24 million, or about half that of the South, and holds untapped mineral wealth, including 
gold and copper, that’s estimated at more than US$6 trillion by the South Korean state-owned mining company Korea 
Resources Corp. Extracting the minerals is currently hindered by a lack of developed roads, railroads and ports.  

A union would also ease security concerns on the peninsula, creating a “peace dividend” with military spending reduced, 
Jaewoo Lee, a Bank of America Merrill Lynch economist in Seoul, who also previously worked at the IMF, wrote in a 
report last month. Fusing the two sides’ workforces would provide a “lasting boost” to the South’s growth potential, Lee 
said.  

In addition, ``Unification would give hope,jobs and peace," Kim Moon-soo, governor of the ROK's Kyonggi Province 
and a potential presidential candidate told The Daily NK. ``We must reunify, even if it means we have to tighten our 
belts,” he added.

“If unification were to happen,” he explained, “Korea would achieve the optimal level of population, landmass and 
economy, and then I think we could become one of the five most powerful countries in the world. It would also have a 
positive economic effect on China's three Northeast Provinces (Liaoning, Jilin and Heilongjiang), Russia and even 
Japan.For a country like ours, currently an isolated island, unification would connect us with the continent. In addition, a 
lot of manpower is needed to restore facilities in North Korea. That could create a lot of jobs for young people.”  
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Andrews & Wykeham is a traditional British company offering customised security printing solutions. We implement 
cutting edge security printing, holography, laser marking, and microtaggant technologies to create a range of security 
products for the ID card, passport, banknote, document security, revenue protection and brand protection markets.  

The company has long been active in Asia-Pacific markets, and is interested in business opportunities in the DPRK. 

 Our contact details are :  

 Andrews & Wykeham
Lutyens Building
Kingsland Business Park
Bilton Road
Basingstoke
RG24 8LJ  UK
Tel +44 1256 477372
Fax +44 1256 400180
www.andrews-wykeham.co.uk 

jamie.willis@andrews-wykeham.co.uk 

 
  

Domestic 
 

``DPRK Encourages Foreign Investment" 
 
The Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK) is willing to further improve its environment for foreign investment, 
Yun Yong Sok, a deputy department director of the DPRK Committee for Investment and Joint Ventures, told KCNA. 
He said, ``The nation's economy is gaining momentum, with many industrial establishments and power stations being 
built across the country. It is a consistent policy of the DPRK government to enhance economic cooperation with other 
countries, while beefing up its self-reliant national economy. In December last year the government amended its 
investment-related laws, including the DPRK Law and Regulations on Foreign Investment, laws on joint ventures and 
joint collaboration, and the Law on Foreign-funded Businesses and Foreigners' Tax Payment, in step with the nation's 
developing economy and international practices.  
 
``It also enacted the law on the economic zones on Hwanggumphyong and Wihwa islets in the River Amnok (Yalu), and 
revised and supplemented the law on the Rason economic and trade zone. The joint development and management in the 
two new economic zones represents a new way of cooperation, thanks to the active efforts of both the DPRK and China. 
Contracts on joint ventures and joint collaboration are on the increase with the investment environment changing for the 
better. 

 
``There is an abundance of rare earths in the DPRK, which is keen to attract foreign investment for infrastructure projects. 
The Committee for Investment and Joint Ventures will pay close attention to ensuring the interests of foreign investors, 
while invigorating exchanges and cooperation with governments, investors and businesses." 
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NK Sets Up Investment Insurance Firm 
 
The DPRK has established an investment insurance firm in what is believed to be an effort to attract more foreign 
investment by reducing risks stemming from uncertainties, according to Yonhap News Agency. 

The North’s firm is expected to purchase reinsurance from an international company, a system similar to an insurance 
scheme that South Korea’s government has been operating to compensate its businesspeople for potential lost 
investment in the Kaesong joint industrial zone in North Korea. 

It marks the first time Pyongyang has introduced such an insurance system for foreign investors. 

Yonhap also reported that the word “reform” has been used frequently lately among North Korean bureaucrats, and 
that this could signal that Pyongyang may announce a set of bold economic reform measures around April 15’s 
commemoration of the 100th birth anniversary of the late DPRK founder Kim Il Sung. 

 
 

Economic Zones 

``Unification Starting in Kaesong" 

Yoo Dong-ok, chairman of Daewha Fuel Pump Industries and a spokesman for South Korean companies operating in the 
Kaesong joint industrial zone in North Korea, told Bloomberg News:“Unification is already taking place in Kaesong, 
with daily encounters and shared interests.”  

South Korea is pushing to include the Kaesong zone, just over the Demilitarized Zone in North Korea in its free-trade 
deals with the US and Europe, a step that would deepen cross- border ties following the North’s leadership transition.  

  

 
Yoo Dong-ok [Photo: Bloomberg/Chiho Jeong] 

 
Shipments from the Kaesong factories, mostly textiles and car parts, would quickly surge by 15 percent if they won free-
trade status, Yoo estimated in a March 20 interview.  

Yoo and the government in Seoul, capital of the Republic of Korea (ROK), want the fruits of North Korean workers’ 
labors on the shelves of stores in Chicago and Berlin.   

``It may help efforts by North Korea to open up if the South wins inclusion for Kaesong,” said Cho Bong-hyun, a 
researcher at the IBK Economic Research Institute in Seoul, who has visited the DPRK more than 30 times since 2000 
and advises companies seeking to do business there. “North Koreans have lived in a closed society under tight state 
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control, but now through Kaesong, they’re learning about and experiencing the outside world.”  

Kaesong, which is within sight of South Korean and US guard posts along the Demilitarized Zone, was developed as a 
joint special economic zone in 2005, and now employs about 50,000 North Koreans, according to the Unification 
Ministry in Seoul.  

More than 120 South Korean companies, including Daewha Fuel, underwear maker Good People Co. and watchmaker 
Romanson Co.,  paid the North Korean government about US$60 million to US$70 million last year to cover labor costs 
for workers, said Park Soo Jin, the deputy spokeswoman at the Unification Ministry. Authorities in Pyongyang then paid 
the employees in local currency and vouchers, she said.  

ROK Trade Minister Park Tae-ho said on March 14 that he will try to persuade the US and European Union to recognize 
products made in Kaesong as South Korean.  

The EU and South Korea have agreed to establish a committee this year to examine the issue, Tomasz Kozlowski, EU 
ambassador in Seoul, said in an e-mailed statement. Aaron Tarver, a spokesman at the US Embassy, said in an e-mail to 
Bloomberg that the trade pact does not include any products from North Korea, including those from Kaesong, without 
commenting further.  

Singapore has reduced tariffs covering more than 4,000 products from Kaesong under a bilateral trade pact with South 
Korea, said Lee Sang-mok, deputy director of the (South) Korea Customs Service. Some products are also covered by 
agreements with the 10-member Association of Southeast Asian Nations, India, Peru and the European Free Trade 
Association, consisting of Switzerland, Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway, Lee said via e-mail and telephone.  

The value of output from Kaesong jumped from US$14.9 million in its first year to US$402 million in 2011, according to 
the Unification Ministry. During the past seven years, its production value totaled US$1.5 billion. North Korea’s annual 
gross domestic product is worth US$40 billion, according to the CIA World Factbook.  

 “Kaesong is currently the only way South Korea has into the North,” Kim Choong-hwan, chairman of the ROK 
parliament’s Foreign Affairs, Trade and Unification Committee, said February 20. “It is the only thing that is of mutual 
interest and benefit to both Koreas, and a good reminder of how we can coexist.”  

Kim estimated that the economic zone’s operations could expand more than 20 times within five years, if political and 
diplomatic tension between the Koreas eases.  

Yoo of Daewha Fuel Pump said he plans to spend one billion won (US$885,000) this year to boost capacity in Kaesong 
by 50 percent, and forecasts that sales would jump to 65 billion won this year from 45 billion won in 2011. His company, 
which also makes parts in plants in South Korea, supplies automakers including Hyundai Motor Co., Honda Motor Co. 
and Nissan Motor Co., he said. 

  

The minimum monthly base salary paid by companies at Kaesong is about US$64, according to the Unification 
Ministry’s Park. Yoo estimated labor costs would be 20 times higher in South Korea and three times higher in China.  

  

 

 

Rason Legal Code Available 

Andray Abrahamian of Choson Exchange reported that a booklet containing the laws of the Rason Special Economic 
Zone, as revised in 2010, is now available in both Korean and English.   

It was at that time that the authorities removed Rason from provincial administration, giving it more autonomy in some 
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ways, while also giving the authorities in Pyongyang a more direct link to planning for the SEZ. 

 

The 2010 Rason Legal Code 

Particularly interesting clauses include: 

- Ships regardless of nationality are permitted to dock (article 26). 

- Business licenses can be revoked if DPRK law is “seriously” violated (article 15). 

- Prices will be set between buyer and seller, though some basic consumer goods'prices may be fixed by the local 
government (article 26). 

- Disputes may be resolved by arbitration either in the DPRK or a third country (article 45). 

Geoffrey See [managing director of Choson Exchange] said, ``Some of the things I like are the decentralization of 
decision-making to the province, the allowance for managerial autonomy, and an emphasis on technical training. That 
said, these things will all boil down to implementation. As rule of law and legal training is a cornerstone of our work, we 
think there are opportunities to work with Rason in the future on such programs, and we will continue with our project 
scoping and audience due diligence before deciding whether an expansion is warranted." 

The complete booklet can be downloaded from the Choson Exchange website in pdf format: Law of the Democratic 
People's Republic of Korea on the Rason Economic and Trade Zone. 

For an analysis of Rason’s prospects check out Andray Abrahamian's paper at the Korea Economic Institute. 

 

Comment  
It's a pity that politics has once more trumped humanitarianism on the Korean peninsula, leading to more tension in the 
region, not to mention prolongation of the suffering of the food-short people of the North. The ``Leap Year" agreement 
seemed to be a new breakthrough in US-DPRK relations, with the North pledging to freeze its nuclear program and the 
US promising to supply food aid. That agreement is now in tatters, following the North's announcement of a satellite 
launch. The US side denies that it uses food aid as a political weapon, but State Department spokeswoman Victoria 
Nuland stated, ``We made absolutely clear to the North Koreans during the negotiations that we would consider anything 
that moved using ballistic missile technology to be covered." If that's not linking food aid to politics I don't know what is.  

Another US government spokesperson said, ``We stopped the food aid because the satellite launch shows that we can't 
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trust the DPRK government to live up to the agreement." But if Pyongyang had intended to double-cross the US on this 
matter it would have waited for the food to arrive first, and THEN double-crossed it -- not announced bad behavior in 
advance. 

Meanwhile, in Seoul politics again is being leveraged to cause friction between the South and the North. The 
conservatives in Seoul, almost certain to lose power in the National Assembly elections in April, are staging rallies outside 
the Chinese embassy protesting the repatriation of illegal North Korean immigrants. They are calling on the opposition 
parties to join them. If the latter don't, they can be called pro-NK stooges, thereby lessening their appeal at the polls; if 
they do, they will find it hard to restart the ``Sunshine Policy" of economic and people-to-people ties with the North, 
which the opposition parties have pledged to do.     

“There are no opposition lawmakers or liberal activists here to encourage us,” Kim Chun-seong, a North Korean defector 
and missionary, said. “This issue could have a negative impact on the opposition parties' victory in the upcoming general 
election.” 

 

Touring North Korea 
  

  

Asia Pacific Travel LTD 

North Korea Tours 2012 
Highlights：：：： 

*An April tour that will visit the DPRK during celebrations marking the 100th anniversary of the birth of Kim Il 
Sung, the eternal President and founder of the DPRK. Not-yet-announced festivities have been in planning for 
several years and are expected to include an extra spectacular Arirang mass performance. These unique 

synchronized acrobatic displays are listed in the Guinness Book of Records as the largest mass performance in the 

world, featuring over 100,000 performers in the May Day Stadium in Pyongyang, the largest stadium in the 
world, seating over 150,000 people. The name Arirang refers to a Korean folk song about two separated lovers 

trying to reunite, a reference to the continued division of North and South Korea. The North Koreans believe that 
the highly synchronized, mass aspect of the performances reflects their national philosophy of the individual being 
subordinate to the group. 

*An optional 3-4 day post-tours to Mt. Kuwol, Sariwon, Sinchon, Wonsan, and Kumgang. Known as the 
“Diamond Mountains,” Kumgang has been closed to tourists from the North since 1998 and to all tourists since 
2008. APTL is able to take tourists to this area of Kumgang using the historic Kumgangsan Hotel in the resort 
development complex. Previously groups from the North only visited the fringes of Kumgang and overnighted in 
Wonsan. 

*A new series of tours for intrepid travelers exploring North Koreas famous scenic mountains. Scheduled from 
June through September, these special tours include the difficult-to-visit dramatic and historic sites of Mt. Paektu, 
Mt. Chilbo, Hamhung, Wonsan, and Kumgang. Passengers will travel via charter flights from Pyongyang to the 
less accessible areas of the DPRK. These more adventurous itineraries will be in addition to the APTL’s 
“standard” offerings of monthly departures from April through November with various pre- and post- tours in 
China and South Korea. 

The North Koreans have reconfirmed that Americans (and nationalities other than South Korean citizens), may 
tour the DPRK for extended visits. This is unlike past years, when Americans could only visit for 5 days at a time. 
In addition, North Korea has reconfirmed that these visits may come throughout the year, not just during the 
annual Arirang mass performance period in the fall. Unfortunately, the ban on Americans taking the train in or 

out of the DPRK to China is still in effect (other nationalities, however, are allowed to take the train), resulting in 
slightly higher costs for Americans. 

All travelers to North Korea must travel in a group – even if it is a “group of one.” Normally it is best and more 
economical to have at least two travelers together so that they can share the costs. All APTL DPRK tours from 
August through September include the Arirang synchronized mass performance. 

About Asia Pacific Travel, Ltd.   
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Asia Pacific Travel, Ltd. is an experienced tour operator specializing in custom first-class and deluxe travel for 
individuals and small groups to East Asia since 1978.  Each year Asia Pacific Travel has arranged custom 
itineraries for hundreds of outbound passengers for travel to East Asia, particularly China, Japan, North and 
South Korea, Hong Kong, Macau, Mongolia, and Southeast Asia.   

Press Contact: Marian Goldberg, Marian Goldberg Marketing Communications 

Tel: 347-559-MGMC; marian@mariangoldbergcomm.com  

Corporate Contact: Asia Pacific Travel, Ltd., P. O. Box 350, Kenilworth, IL 60043-0350 USA  (2514 Laurel 
Lane, Wilmette, IL 60091-2230 USA)  

Tel:  1-800-262-6420, or 1-847-251-6400; Fax: 1-847-256-5601; Info@Asia1on1.com       

 

 

 

  

               Heavy Metal Tour 

For the past two decades, Koryo Tours has been opening North Korea to tourism, and in 2012 we are once again 
breaking new ground. After working closely with our Korean partners, we are proud to offer both our group and 

independent tourists the chance to go where no visitor has ever been, namely factories and similar sites around Nampo, 
the west coast port city not far from Pyongyang. Here's a brief introduction to what is on offer:  

    

ChollimaChollimaChollimaChollima    Steelworks Steelworks Steelworks Steelworks ---- A major heavy industry site for the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK), this 
place was built by the Japanese and is known to Koreans as the birthplace of the Chollima movement, which even today 
drives the country. If you've always wanted to witness the making of 'Juche Steel' in a giant facility, come to Nampo with 
us. This is the DPRK's most famous factory, and as always, Koryo Tours are the first company to be allowed to take 
tourists inside. But Koryo has its own Chollima connection; we can tell you about the art project we arranged at the 
steelworks as well as the scenes we shot there for our new feature film!  

 
Tae'anTae'anTae'anTae'an    Heavy Machine Tool ComplexHeavy Machine Tool ComplexHeavy Machine Tool ComplexHeavy Machine Tool Complex - This enormous complex boasts a number of hangar-sized buildings; we will 
see the vast range of machine tools, lathes and so on that the workers use to make shaped steel, turbine components, and 
other products.  

    

Tae'anTae'anTae'anTae'an    Glass FactoryGlass FactoryGlass FactoryGlass Factory - This opened in 2005 with heavy Chinese investment, in fact, Peoples' Republic of China 
President Hu Jintao attended the opening ceremony along with DPRK leader Kim Jong Il. Tae'an produces glass and 
glass products for the domestic market. Koryo tourists will be the first visitors ever to watch the process from smelting to 
sheet-cutting, and even try to break a sheet of strengthened glass!  
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NampoNampoNampoNampo    TaekwondoTaekwondoTaekwondoTaekwondo    SchoolSchoolSchoolSchool - Many of the DPRK's champion martial artists have been educated at this school, despite 
looking from the outside like it badly needs some maintenance the demonstration put on by the students here (aged from 6 
- 16) is a mind-blowing masterpiece of the indigenous Korean fighting style - it'll make you think twice about arguing 
with little girls in future!  

    

NampoNampoNampoNampo    ParkParkParkPark - With a scenic view over the mouth of the Taedong River, as well as a fresh-water swimming area ideal for 
warmer months, this is a great place to relax or have a picnic. A popular wedding photography site, this picturesque park 
makes a pleasant diversion after the heat and noise of the factories.  

    

And if factories, martial arts schools and rustic settings aren't enough, we can also take you to a local restaurant in the city 
centre, an orphanage, and you can cap off the trip by visiting the nearby 8-km-long West Sea Barrage and staying 
overnight at the Ryonggang Hot Spa Guesthouse  

    

In keeping with our tradition of travel innovation, Koryo Tours would love to show you the face of DPRK no visitor has 
seen before. Come see the world's most mysterious country with the only DPRK specialists around; contact us on 
info@koryogroup.com or pop in and see us if you're in Beijing or Shanghai. For anyone planning a DPRK trip, whether 
it's your first visit or you're coming back for more, Koryo Tours is glad to offer you the chance to do and see more than 
ever before. We look forward to hearing from you!  

    

We are adding these new attractions to the following tours, so if you've ever wanted to see Juche Steel (it's the real thing!) 
being made, watch a load of sand turn to glass, see North Koreans operating lathes of all kinds, and see a young child beat 
up several surly attackers then one of these tours could be perfect for you!  

In July  of this year we have our Tuman Triangle  Tour - offered exclusively  by Koryo Tours. We have just extended this tour by 2 
nights to enable  those who join this group to be the first of our tour groups to go on this brand new route. For the itinerary and other 
details of this tour please see: 

http://www.koryogroup.com/travel_Itinerary_2012_tt.php 

  

As if  that wasn't enough we have some more exciting news for those looking to visit the area - In September We are offering another 
brand new tour, a never-done-before circular  tour of North Korea where you enter the country at Rason, travel down to Chongjin, 
take an internal flight over to Pyongyang and then exit by  train to China or to Beijing by plane, for this unique itinerary please see 
DPRK Grand Circular Tour at: 

http://www.koryogroup.com/travel_Itinerary_2012_grand.php 

  

If you choose to sign up for this tour will be the first visitors to the country ever to complete this circular route, pioneering tourism as 
practiced by Koryo Tours at its very best! 

  

Please do feel free to contact us if you are interested in this special new route, we have more sites than ever available in both Rason 
and Chongjin that are exclusive to Koryo Tours, we would love to share this opportunity with you and we hope you're as excited as 
we are at this chance to blaze a new trail in opening up new parts of North Korea to foreign tourists 

  

For more information email info@koryogroup.com  

  

You can see some photos of the first-ever trip down the north eastern coastal road from Rason to Chongjin on our FLICKR 
Photostream at: 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/koryo_tours/sets/72157629338457331/ 
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Visit North Korea with Professor Rudiger Frank 

[How will North Korea change after Kim Jong Il's death and the rise of his son Kim Jong Un? Will changes become 
visible to the casual observer traveling to Pyongyang during the celebration of the 100th anniversary of DPRK founder 
Kim Il Sung this coming April? The British organizers of Political Tours will take a group of not-so-casual tourists to see 
for themselves. They will be accompanied by CanKor Brain Trust member and economist Rudiger Frank in what is sure 
to be a fascinating educational experience. Although exact details are still being worked out, CanKor encourages its 
readers to consider joining this unique opportunity at an especially critical period of North Korean history. To do so, 
please get in touch with us, or register through the Political Tours website. Make sure you let them know you heard about 
it from us. --CanKor] 

Political Tours – North Korea Tour – April 7-17, 2012. In the wake of Kim Jong Il’s death, and questions hanging 
over the country's future direction, Political Tours is organizing a tour to North Korea this April. The visit is being led 
Prof. Rudiger Frank, head of Korean studies at the University of Vienna, and one of the world’s leading experts on 
North Korea. It also coincides with the 100th anniversary celebrations of the birth of the country’s founder Kim Il Sung, 
an event that will have added importance following the death of his son at the end of December. 

The tour starts in Beijing, with briefings on where the death of Kim Jong Il leaves the Democratic People’s Republic of 
Korea and how his son Kim Jong Un is placed to assume power. Experts will offer up-to-date analyses on North-South 
relations at this critical time, give briefings on the region’s economy, and outline possible scenarios for the future. 
Speakers and organizations include the International Crisis Group, World Food Program and Beijing-based foreign 
correspondents. 

The tour in North Korea will include visits to Nampo, an important city on the west coast, and its barrage, a steelworks, 
machine-tool plant, glass factory, university, farm and schools. 

In Pyongyang we look at the structure of the state and government today, with briefings from official Korean guides on 
recent history, and key events surrounding the 100th anniversary celebration of Kim Il Sung’s birth.The full itinerary 
will be published online at http://www.politicaltours.com/tours/dprk. 

Price 2,500 euros. The price does not include the cost of flights to Beijing or Pyongyang. It does however include the cost 
of the return train to Beijing from Pyongyang. 
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Korea Compass  

[The purpose of this section is to provide some background knowledge, especially for people making their first trip to the DPRK. If you 

know something about what you are going to see beforehand you will greatly impress your hosts, not to mention other foreign visitors, 

and save yourself having to listen to long-winded explanations when you really want to get down to business. Proverbs have the handy 
function of offering a quick insight into the thinking and attitudes inherent in a different culture.] 

 

The Constitution of the DPRK 

The basic law of North Korea was first promulgated in 1948, just prior to the founding of the Democratic People’s 
Republic of Korea on September 9. The constitution was amended in 1972, 1992 and 1998. The constitution currently in 
force dates from April 2009.  

The latest version of the constitution establishes the National Defense Commission as the supreme executive organ, and 
keeps the wording adopted in the 1998 revision, making the late Kim Il Sung, founder of the DPRK, ``eternal 
president.” This makes the chairman of the Supreme People’s Assembly (at present Kim Yong Nam) effectively head 
of state. The constitution guarantees full civil and political rights, including the right to work, education, food and health 
care. At the same time, Article 81 requires that all citizens "firmly safeguard the political and ideological unity and 
solidarity of the people." Article 82 requires that they observe "the socialist standards of life." 

Interestingly, all versions of the constitution spell out quite clearly that the aim of the DPRK is to build socialism (not 
communism, a word expunged from the 2009 Constitution) in the northern half of the republic, i.e., not in South Korea. 
Unlike the South Korean constitution, which claims ``the Korean peninsula and its adjacent islands" as the territory of the 
Republic of Korea (ROK), the North Korean constitution claims that the DPRK ``represents the interests of all the Korean 
people" (presumably those living abroad as well). 

  

 

One of the highlights of a visit to Pyongyang is the lavishly decorated underground railway system. [Photo: KCNA]  

Korean Proverb 

Senparami oksen phurul arabonda 

(``You only notice strong grass in a strong wind.") 

Smooth seas never a true sailor made.  
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